MSI

Maristen Solidarität International
Presentation of the Province Central West

- Report about Germany.
- MSI was founded on December 1919 under the name of MARISTEN FUERSORGE VEREIN.
- Members where only BROTHERS until 1990. From this time laypeople joint.
- 1996 the first VOLUNTEERS came to assist in the mission.
AIM and Purpose of MSI.

- 1. Support the Christian education and care for the youth.
- 2. Raising Funds to finance our own Missions and others.
- To be in solidarity with the Marist worldwide.
Our support

- Our yearly support is between 80,000€ and 100,000€.
- Projects are as follows: South Sudan, Kenya, Cambodia, South Africa, Madagascar, Kongo, Syrian Refugees
- The last 2 years we cooperate very close with FMSI to be able to help the Marist worldwide.